
#5 Miles Norris JR. (UC Santa Barbara) 6’9 235 lbs. PF (12/7 LMU, 12/19 PEPPERDINE, 12/27-28 UC

IRVINE, 1/1-2 CAL ST. FULLERTON)

Played in 27 games during his freshman season at Oregon then transferred to City College of San

Francisco leading them to a 30-0 record. In his first season at UCSB. Athletically is very gifted in terms of

great size and length. Is very skilled and explosive at 6’10.

Offensively, moves well without the ball, has good ball-handling skills, is an effective playmaker and

shoots the ball well in PNP situations. Has deep range and can score in the low post too. He attacks the

offensive glass hard which makes him very difficult to match-up with on offense. He can be a little

careless with the ball at times and struggles to recognize secondary defenders at times. Also, struggles

with physical play as he gets off-balance and needs to be stronger with the ball because he gets striped

too easily a lot. Overall, he is a long and skilled SF that can play the PF and SG positions as well.

Defensively, his length and athleticism make him very versatile on defense. At 6’10 he can defend the SG

thru C positions. He has very active hands and gets a lot of steals and deflections. He is very effective in

PNR or PNP defense along with help side situations. Has 10 blocks in 9 games so far this season. Hasn’t

shown any issues in terms of screening or physical play down low and his length and athleticism allows

him to dominate on the boards if he chooses to.

Intel wise, he transferred from Oregon because he wasn’t really happy with where he was on the depth

chart and didn’t feel like the staff there would meet his development needs. He has a good attitude, is a

good teammate and is easy to play with and coach. Wants to be challenged by coaches and provided

with feedback. Overall, he plays hard, is a willing passer, recognizes teammates, shows good leadership

and is very engaged and plays/practices with a true purpose. Only real downside for him so far is that

UCSB hasn’t played and won’t play any high-level opponents this season unless they make it to the NIT

or NCAA tournament. His family intel is good, and they are very involved but not enablers.

Even though he is a two-time transfer he has 3 seasons of eligibility left at UCSB. He probably should

spend another season after this one to develop more even with having a huge upside for the next level.

NBA Positions: SF, SG, PF

NBA Player Comparison: Giannis Antetokounmpo, Kevin Knox

NBA Career Potential: Rotational to Starter.

Agent:
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